OGILVIE (WALTER T.) See OIGHLVY (WALTER T.)

OGILVY (WALTER T.) Handbook for the collector of postage stamps. . . . London, 1892. Add to note: This and the two next editions have the author's name spell "Ogilviv ".

--- Second edition, London, 1894. Delete the wording of the note and substitute: The same as the previous edition, except that a list of "Stamps Literature" is given as the back of the title-page in place of illustrations of Turkish, Persian and Japanese numerals.

--- Third edition.
  8°. 72 in. 125 pp. + (1) p.
  * * * Reprinted to the library by E. D. Bacon.

OHRT (PAUL) Werden die Marken der deutschen Schutzgebiete philatelische Schmutzgebiete?
  Dusseldorf, November, 1908.
  8°. 7 in. 6 pp. Colour ed paper wrapper.

ONEGLIA (E.) should read ONEGLIA (Ermano).

--- Catalogue-prix-courant pour le 1906-7 de la vieille maison E. O. . . . de toutes les imitations on fao-similies (sic) des timbres-poste hors cours, oblitérées, plus rares et plus précieuses du tout le monde.
  Turin, [1906].
  Oblong 8°. 44 in. 43 pp. + (1) p. printed on pink paper.

--- 1 er Supplément au catalogue-prix-courant du 1906-7 . . .
  Turin, [1907].
  Oblong 8°. 6 in. 15 pp. printed on pale rose paper.


Add to note: There is a copy of this edition in the library of the British Museum with the Press Mark 8247. d. 30.

ORANGE FREE STATE. RAY (L. de) The History of the postage stamps of the Orange Free State and Orange River Colony. From their origin to 1905. [The work was only completed to the end of the issues of the Orange River Colony.]
  Amsterdam, 1907-11 (1).

ORANGE RIVER COLONY. WARHURST (W. w.) Some notes on South African postcards and a reference list of the issues and type varieties of the cards of the Orange River Colony.
  Leeds, [1906].

ORATOIRE AUVILLENVUE. [Photograph, carte de visite size, of Timbres-poste: Europe, Asie, Amerique, Oceanie. Paris, [1863].]


P. (X. A.) pseud. (i.e. JOHN PEACE) A Descant on the penny postage. London, 1841. Add to note: There is a copy of the work in the library of the British Museum with the Press Mark: 1390. e. 28.

PALAU (MELCHOR) See CEHALLOS (s. a.) Almanaque del coleccionista para 1901 . . . 1901, 8°.

PALMER (Joseph William) Catalogue [New edition].
  London, 1876.
  Add at the commencement of the note: The two parts were also published together in a coloured paper wrapper.

  London, [1878].
  8°. 7 in. 68 pp. Coloured paper wrapper.
  * * * The catalogue is only compiled to the German Empire. A notice states that a second part would be published, but it seems doubtful if this appeared.

--- J. W. P. and Co.'s complete list of British, foreign and colonial postage stamps, etc.
  London, [1882].
  4°. 8 in. 40 pp. Coloured paper wrapper.
  * * * Page 55 is headed " J. W. Palmer and Co.'s list of new issues ". The catalogue is in a plain coloured paper wrapper and the following catalogue is stit:hed up v.
  Both the lists are unpriced.

--- Brio-a-Brac. Handy monthly price list of miscellaneous articles of vertu, taste, etc., supplemental number.
  [London, 1882].
  4°. 8 in 19 pp. + (1) p.

  [Boston, Mass., 1908].

PARADA Y SANTIN (José) See CEHALLOS (s. a.) Almanaque del coleccionista para 1901 . . . 1901, 8°.


--- CARLSS (c.) Códigos postal y telegrafico. Buenos Aires, 1905.


--- See Part II. DIARIO OFICIAL. Asuncion, 1892.

PARIS (Exposition du Timbre Poste Francais). Catalogue officiel.
  [Paris, 1907].
  8°. 84 in. 81 pp. + (1) p. Paper wrapper.

--- [Used French postcard with special obliteration " Expos du timbre-poste francais, Paris," employed at the Exhibition of French postage stamps held in Paris from June 5 to June 12, 1907.]
  [Paris, 1907].
  8°. 84 in. 81 pp. + (1) p. Paper wrapper.


Add: [Edition de luxe on thick paper with Japanese paper wrapper].

--- [Société Française de Timbologie]. Catalogue officiel . . . Troisième édition. Paris, 1908. Add note: The title-page is also found with the name of "Ch. Lemire, Paris."

--- See BOUR (J.) Principes de lecture des lêgendes des timbres orientaux. [1886], 8°.


PARKER (H. E.) See BUCHEL (a. j.) The Directory of Indiana philatelists containing the names and addresses of the active stamp collectors residing in Indiana. . . . A. J. B. and H. E. Parker. [1895], 15.

  Greifswald, 1903.
  8°. 34 in. 27 pp. + (1) p. Coloured paper wrapper.

--- [London, 1882].
  4°. 8 in 19 pp. + (1) p.

PAULIAN (Louis) La Poste aux lettres . . . Paris, 1887.

Delete: "Wanting" and add to note: There is a copy in the library of the British Museum with the Press Mark: 12207. n. 24.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.